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This survey, carried out by the postgraduates
State University of Economics research and scientific activity regulation, implementation,
Management and Open Science

,

targets the compliance of ASUE with the 40 principles of European Charter of Researchers
as a self-analysis of the scientific and research field.
Self-analysis of the scientific and research field is a necessary requirement for the
membership acceptance to EURAXESS, the pan-European platform of Researchers. ASUE
expects to receive the degree of excellence, while creating new opportunities for the
enhancement of international cooperation in the field of research.
The anonymous survey was conducted electronically on the Moodle platform
(https://moodle.asue.am/) at the Armenian State University of Economics.
A sample of the questionnaire is provided in the Appendix.
50 representatives of ASUE postgraduates and external researchers, comprising 61.7%
of the target group, took part in the survey.
64% of the respondents are female and 36 % are male (Figure 1).
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Figure 1.

Gender ratio of the respondents

62% of the surveyed postgraduates and external researchers are convinced that the
basic principles of research freedom are highlighted at ASUE, namely the possibility of free
choice of research topics, directions, methodology, and free expression of will, taking into
account financial, ethical or other constraints. 32% of the respondents express some
reservations about the issue, giving "more yes than no" answer to the questions. 4% of the
respondents think that the basic principles of research freedom are less highlighted, than
highlighted at ASUE. No

s. 2%

considered it difficult to answer at all (Figure 2).
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The basic principles of research freedom, namely free choice of research topics,
directions, methodology, and free expression of will, are highlighted at ASUE
taking into account financial, ethical or other constraints.

At the same time, 38% of the researchers are definitely aware of the ethical principles
and standards for conducting research on university, sectoral, national and institutional
levels. Despite the fact that the other 56% are aware of the current requirements, they are
still unsure of possessing all the necessary information. 6% of the respondents admit that
they are more unaware of the ethical principles and standards for conducting research,
than are aware of it. "Definitely no" and ''Find it difficult to answer the question answers
were not given by the researchers (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Are you aware of the ethical principles and standards for conducting research on
university, sectoral, national and institutional levels?

30% of the respondents are confident that the rules of plagiarism prevention and
academic ethics are maintained, while implementing the scientific and research activities at
ASUE. The number of those who answered "more yes than no" is comparatively high (42%
of the respondents). While 22% consider it more controversial ("more no than yes") the
maintenance of the rules of academic ethics and plagiarism prevention at the university.
None of the responden

, while 6% of the respondents

considered it difficult to answer the question (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Are the rules of plagiarism prevention and academic ethics maintained while
implementing scientific and research activities at ASUE?

"Please offer suggestions for the improvement of the situation"

an open and optional

question was answered by 12% of the respondents. The following picture has been formed
as a result of analysis of the answers.
 It is necessary to introduce an effectively functioning anti-plagiarism system at
ASUE.
 To evaluate the research work and take into account its scientific value, based not
on the scientific degree or the position of the author.
34% of the respondents are definitely aware of the strategic goals set forth in their
research field as well as the legal norms, procedures and principles of the regulation of the
research implementation and current accountability process. While 56% think that they are
more aware than unaware, 8% are more skeptical about their own awareness (more no than
yes), whereas

And 2% of the

respondents found it difficult to answer the question (Figure)
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Figure 5. Are you aware of the strategic goals set forth in your research field, and the legal
norms, procedures and principles of the regulation of the research
implementation and current accountability process?
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26% of the researchers are definitely aware of the legal provisions regulating the
research process (national, sectoral, institutional regulations, intellectual property rights,
etc.), 48% realize them with some reservations (more yes than no), and 22% - partially
(more no than yes). There are no researchers unaware of the legal provisions regulating the
research process, though about 4% of them found it difficult to answer the question
(Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Are you aware of the legal provisions regulating the research process (national,
sectoral, institutional regulations, intellectual property rights, etc.)?

28% of the respondents are definitely convinced that the university has a transparent
system of accountability for research activities carried out with internal and external
funding, while 42% believe that the system functions, but there are some drawbacks (more
yes than no), 4% think that only some elements of that system exist (more no than yes). The
respondents do not think that such a system does not definitely work. At the same time,
26% of the respondents found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 7).
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The university has a transparent system of accountability for research activities
carried out with internal and external funding.
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36% of the respondents definitely state that the university provides a proper level of
working conditions and information security and 48% also believe that the necessary
measures are taken in this direction, not excluding the possibility of certain drawbacks. 2%
of respondents tend to think that the university is definitely failing in this regard, and the
other 2% think that the university fails to ensure a proper level of working conditions and
information security. 12% of the respondents found it difficult to answer the question
(Figure 8).
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Figure 8. The university provides a proper level of working conditions and information
security

Only 22% of the researchers make consistent efforts to disseminate (raise the
awareness of) the results of their own research, support their practical application and
commercialization. At the same time, 42% think that even though such measures are
implemented by them, they are not yet complete. According to 26% of the respondents,
such measures bear rather limited and sectoral nature, and 2% admit that measures aimed
at the dissemination (raising of awareness), practical application and commercialization of
the research results are not definitely taken by themselves. 8% of the respondents found it
difficult to answer the question (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Do you ensure the dissemination (raise the awareness) of the results of your
research, their practical application and commercialization?
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45%

28% of the researchers provide the public access of the results of their research
completely, 46% - provide public access of the results of the research with some
reservations, 16% believe that such measures are very limited, and 2% truly recognize that
they are not

inclined to provide public access to research results at all. 8% of the

respondents found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 10).
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Do you provide public access of the results of your research?

60% of the respondents definitely state that ASUE encourages non-discriminatory attitude
towards the researchers, without conditioning it on gender, age, sexual orientation, political views,
socio-economic status, etc. At the same time, 24% are certain that non-discriminatory attitude
towards the researchers is mainly encouraged at ASUE, though exceptions are possible in some
cases. 10% of respondents think that discriminatory approach is more common at the university and
exclusion of discrimination is rare. 2% claim that non-discriminatory attitude towards the
researchers is definitely not encouraged at ASUE. 4% of the respondents found it difficult to answer
the question (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. ASUE encourages non-discriminatory attitude towards the researchers without
conditioning it on gender, age, sexual orientation, political views, socio-economic
status, etc.
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50% of the respondents definitely state that ASUE regularly and transparently
evaluates the activity of the researchers (research, teaching activity, scientific supervision,
national and international cooperation, and mobility). 22% are convinced that there are still
some drawbacks in that process, while 12% are skeptical about the fact of regular and
transparent assessment of the researcher's activity by ASUE. None of the respondents think
that such an assessment is not definitely carried out. 16% of the respondents found it
difficult to answer the question (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. ASUE regularly and transparently evaluates the activity of the researchers
(research, teaching activity, scientific supervision, national and international
cooperation, and mobility)

64% of the researchers believe that the recruitment process of the researchers,
including PhD admission, is based on clearly defined criteria; it is open, transparent,
effective and is in accordance with international standards, 28% of respondents admit the
functioning of such mechanisms with some reservations. Instead,
think that even if such mechanisms operate at the university, they are mostly rare and bear
a segmental nature. However, 2% of the respondents think that such mechanisms lack
completely. 6% of the respondents found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Recruitment process of the researchers, including PhD admission, is based on
clearly defined criteria; it is open, transparent, effective, and is in accordance
with international standards
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58% of the postgraduates and external researchers surveyed believe that recruitment
announcements at university completely describe the required skills and knowledge, and the
time period to apply between the opening day of job announcement and the competition day
is realistic,and about 38% of the respondents think that the mentioned procedure is
maintained, but with some drawbacks. Meanwhile, 4% of respondents are convinced that the
recruitment procedures are not still well developed, the usage of certain elements is not
permanent and uninterrupted, although there were no reports of a complete lack of the
procedures. None of the respondents found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Recruitment announcements (including PhD admission) describe the required
skills and knowledge as well as work conditions and functions, and the time period
between the opening day of job accouncement and the competition day is realistic

Only 46% of the respondents are convinced that the commissions responsible for the
recruitment at ASUE, including PhD admission, have a balanced and qualified staff in terms
of professional skills, gender, professional experience, and evaluate the candidates
objectively. This opinion is shared by 34% of the researchers with some reservations, while
10% have a more pessimistic view on this issue. Only 2% think that there are serious gaps at
the university on the issues of principles equality in the formation of responsible
commissions and in maintenance of objectivity of their activity. 8% of the respondents found
it difficult to answer the question (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. The commissions responsible for recruitment, including PhD admission, have a
balanced and qualified staff (in terms of professional skills, gender, professional
experience) and carry out the evaluation of the cadidates objectively
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78% of the researchers claim that they received sufficient information on the admission
process and results during PhD admission. 16% are generally satisfied with the above-mentioned
information, but do not exclude some drawbacks. Instead, 4% of respondents tend to think that the
information received during the admission process just minimally meet the expectations of the
applicant. None of the respondents claim that they received insufficient information. 2% of the
respondents found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Have you received sufficient information on the admission criteria and procedures
(number of vacancies, career perspectives, and proper post competition feedback
on the strenghts and weaknesses of the candidate)?

28% of the respondents are definitely certain that the requirements for recruitment at
ASUE are definitely sufficient to maximally assess the skills, abilities, experience and
achievements of the candidate.

The majority or 32% of the respondents refer to the

sufficiency of the recruitment requirements with some reservations. 8% are mostly strict in
this regard and think that the recruitment requirements are not sufficient to maximally
assess the skills of the candidate. 2% of the respondents think that the requirements are not
sufficient at all. 30% found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Are the defined requirements for recruitment at ASUE sufficient to maximally
assess the skills, abilities, experience and achievements of the candidate?
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Only 18% of the respondents definitely state that the attestation requirements of ASUE
employees are sufficient to maximally assess the skills, abilities, experience and
achievements of them, while 26% consider the effectiveness of the attestation requirements
with some reservations. 10% have a tougher approach to the question, giving the answer
"more no than yes", and 4% are convinced that the defined attestation requirements do not
contribute to the identification of professional opportunities of the employees. At the same
time, 42% of the respondents avoided to give an equable answer to the question (Figure 18).
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Figure 18. Are the attestation requirements of ASUE employees sufficient to maximally assess
the skills, abilities, experience and achievements of them?

termination of work contract, ASUE does not hinder the return of that
has been answered by 8% of the participants with "definitely
yes" response, while 14% have answered "more yes than no". None of the surveyed
researchers has given

and

discrimination at

answers. The vast majority or 78%, found it difficult to answer due
to not being forced to terminate the work (Figure 19).
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Figure 19. After the termination of work contract, ASUE does not hinder the return of that
employee to work
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40% of the respondents are convinced that the experience of cross-sectoral,
interdisciplinary, and geographical mobility is universally recognized by the university.
According to 44%, even though such an experience is recognized by the university, there
are still some issues. The problems are considered much more serious for 2%. About 14%
found it difficult to answer (Figure 20).
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Figure 20. The experience of cross-sectoral, interdisciplinary, and geographical mobility is
recognized and evaluated by the university

30% of the researchers state that ASUE definitely recognizes the academic and
professional qualifications of the researchers, including the documents certifying nonformal education. 36% think that they are recognized with certain reservations, 8% think
that they are rarely recognized. 26% of the participants found it difficult to answer the
question (Figure 21).
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Figure 21. Does ASUE recognize the academic and professional qualifications of the
researchers, including the documents of non-formal education?

26% of the respondents are convinced that professional development at ASUE is based
on professional achievements rather than on their subjective evaluation, nevertheless, 36%
consider that the manifestations of subjective approaches are possible. 8% think that
subjective assessment approaches play a greater role whereas only 2% think that
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professional development at ASUE is based on just subjective assessment, without taking
into account professional achievements. About 28% avoided giving an equable answer to the
question (Figure 22).
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Figure 22. Career advancement at ASUE is based on professional achievements rather than
on their subjective evaluation

28% of the respondents are convinced that ASUE views the postgraduates involved in
the research as specialists of the field, regardless of their status (master, PhD student,
candidate, doctoral students, etc.). Almost half of the participants (46%) share this opinion
with some reservations. 4%, on the contrary, consider it rare for professionals with different
statuses to be treated equally. 22% found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 23).
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Figure 23. ASUE views the postgraduates involved in the research as specialists of the field
regardless of their status (Master and PhD student, Candidate, doctoral students,
etc.)

22% of the respondents definitely agreed with the statement that technical sufficiency
and software support are enough for the implementation of scientific and research activity
at ASUE, 44% agreed with certain reservations, 24% think that the university does not have
sufficient technical and software support. 2% think that the statement does not refer to the
reality at all. About 8% found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. Are technical sufficiency and software support enough for the implementation of
scientific and research activity?

Only 20% of the respondents definitely agree that working conditions defined at the
university are as flexible as possible, and allow to combine work life balance, including the
conditions necessary for people with special needs. 54% generally agree with the statement,
but do not exclude some drawbacks or mistakes. 10% think that working conditions are not
flexible enough and hinder the combination of work life balance. 16% of the participants
found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 25).
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Figure 25. Are working conditions defined at the university flexible and allow to combine
work life balance, including the conditions necessary for the people with special
needs?

28% of the researchers think that ASUE definitely provides appropriate guarantees of
stability and reliability for the postgraduate's work activities, 46% agreed with the statement
with certain reservations, while 6% tend to think that such guarantees are seldomly
provided by ASUE. At the same time, 20% found it difficult to answer (Figure 26).
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Figure 26. Does ASUE provide appropriate guarantees of stability and reliability for the work
activites of postgraduate students?

Only 14% of the respondents think that ASUE or research funding organizations
provide fair and attractive funding conditions and social welfare guarantees for research
activities, 24% are convinced that funding conditions and social welfare guarantees are not
always attractive or fair enough, 20% think that they are generally not attractive, and 4%
think that funding conditions for research activities and social welfare guarantees are far
from being fair and attractive. 38% of the respondents found it difficult to answer the
question (Figure 27).
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Figure 27. Do ASUE or research funding organizations provide fair and attractive funding
conditions and social welfare guarantees for research activities?

According to 50% of ASUE postgraduates, gender balance is definitely maintained in
the educational, research, scientific, administrative, teaching and other spheres of university
activities, 34% are convinced that it is mostly maintained, although some exceptions are
possible, 6% believe that gender balance is rarely maintained.
negative
answers were not given to the question, while 10% found it difficult to answer at all (Figure
28).
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Figure 28. Is gender balance maintained in the educational, research, administrative,
teaching and other spheres of the activities of the university?

34% of the respondents are sure that the inter-sectoral and geographical mobility is
highlighted by ASUE as an opportunity for the professional development and it is fixed in
the strategy of the university. Though 44% agree with the statement, they do not have full
confidence in it. 2% mentioned that the university does not highlight inter-sectoral and
geographical mobility at all. 18% avoided to give a clear answer to the question (Figure 29).
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Figure 29. Does ASUE highlight the inter-sectoral, interdisciplinary and geographical mobility
as an opportunity for the professional development and is it fixed in the strategy
of the university?

36% of the respondents are definitely convinced that at all levels of ASUE research
activity (from beginner to experienced postgraduates) there are mechanisms of support for
continuous professional development and advisory, at the same time 36% claim that there
are certain drawbacks in the activity of those mechanisms, 8% think that such mechanisms
do not work. 20% of the respondents found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 30).
32% of the respondents claim that intellectual property rights on the results of their
research activities are definitely protected. 36% of the respondents think that the rights are
protected but not definitely. 10% answered "more no than yes". 4% answered "definitely no".
About 18% of the respondents found it difficult to answer (Figure 31).
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Figure 30. Are there mechanisms of support for continous professional development and
advisory at all the levels of ASUE research activity (from beginner to experienced
postgraduates)?
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Figure 31. Are the intellectual property rights on the results of your research activities
protected?

40% of the postgraduates assure that ASUE encourages co-authored research work
(including publications in journals with impact factors), 42% think that co-authored research
work is not always encouraged, 6% believe that they are rarely encouraged, 2% believe that
such research is not encouraged at all. At the same time, 10% avoided giving an equable
answer to the question (Figure 32).
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Figure 32. Is the co-authored research work encouraged by ASUE (including publications in
journals with impact factors)?
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Only 20% of the surveyed researchers consider the current distribution of workload
between the research and teaching components definitely effective, 32% tend to think that
the current distribution is effective, but not definitely, thus there is a need for improvement.
14% have some doubts about the effectiveness of the distribution. 34% of the respondents
found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 33).
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Figure 33. Do you consider the current distribution of workload between the research and
teaching components effective?

30% of the respondents are sure that the complaints submitted by them are processed
properly. 18% of the respondents consider it not definite, but tend to think that the
complaints are being processed (yet not always). 2% doubt that the complaints are being
processed properly. 50% found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 34).
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Figure 34. Do you think the complaints submitted by the researchers are processed properly?

18% of the respondents claim that their suggestions related to decision-making
processes in ASUE governing bodies have a proper review. 22% responded "more yes than
no", and 2% doubt that they are processed properly. 58% of the respondents had difficulty
in answering the question (Figure 35).
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Figure 35. Do your suggestions related to decision-making processes in ASUE governing
bodies have a proper review?

54% of the respondents claim that at the university the relationship between the
supervisor and the researcher is effective, the discussions are held regularly according to
the schedule. There is a feedback contributing to the advancement of the researcher's
career.

4% doubt the effectiveness of the

relationships. 6% found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 36).
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Figure 36. Do you evaluate the relationship between the supervisor and the researcher as
effective? Are they constructive? Are the discussions held regularly according to
the schedule? Is there a feedback contributing to the advancement of the
researcher'

62% of the respondents are convinced that regular participation in various scientific
events contributes to the enhancement of the skills and abilities of the researchers. 32% not
definitely but agree with the statement. 4% doubt the effectiveness of them. 2% of the
respondents found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 37).
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Figure 37. Does regular participation in scientific events (including formal education,
conferences, workshops, e-learning) contribute to the enhancement of the skills
and abilities of the researchers?

26% of the researchers think that ASUE regularly organizes events aimed at a
continuous development of the skills and professional abilities of the researchers, 46% think
that such events need to be expanded, 8% are convinced, however, that such events are still
very few. 2% claim that they are not regular and are extremely rare. 18% of the participants
found it difficult to answer the question (Figure 38).
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Figure 38. Does ASUE regularly organize events aimed at a continuous development of the
skills and professional abilities of the researchers?
38% of the respondents claim that the criteria for being a supervisor of the scientific research
are clearly defined and are based on professional skills, knowledge, experience as well as on the
commitment to support and promote progress and provide feedback. 30% gave "more yes than no"
answer. 2% have doubts about the clearness of the criteria. The remaining 30% found it difficult to
answer the question (Figure 39).
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Figure 39. Are the criteria for being a supervisor of scientific research clearly defined? Are
they based on professional skills, knowledge, experience, as well as on the
commitment to support and promote progress and provide feedback?
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APPENDIX
QUESTIONNAIRE
On the results of the survey on ASUE research and scientific activity regulation,
implementation, and promotion
Dear colleague (researcher)
The following survey, carried out in the framework of Erasmus +
KA2

project

and

Science

Open

, targets

the compliance of the scientific and research sphere of ASUE with the 40
principles of European Charter of Researchers.

Self-analysis of the

scientific and research field is a necessary requirement for the
membership acceptance to EURAXESS, the pan-European platform of
Researchers. ASUE expects to receive the degree of excellence, while
creating new opportunities for the enhancement of international
cooperation in the field of research.
The survey is anonymous. Please take time to fill out the
questionnaire.

1.

The



Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

2.

 Yes
 No


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes
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Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

3.


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond
_________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

4.

Are you aware of



Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

5.

Are you aware of



Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

6.

T



Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

7.


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond
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8. Do you ensure the

)



Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

9.


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

10.

-



Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

11.



Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

12. R



Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond
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13. R



Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

14. The commissions responsible for recruitment, including PhD admission, have a balanced
and qualified staff (in terms of professional skills, gender, professional experience) and
carry out the evaluation of candidates objectively.


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

15. Have you received sufficient information on the admission criteria and procedures
(number of vacancies, career prospectives, and proper post competition feedback on the
strengths and weaknesses of the candidate) before taking part in the vacancy
competition?


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

16.


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

17.


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond
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18.


Definitely yes




More no than yes




19.

-



Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

20. Does ASUE recognize the academic and professional qualifications of the researchers,
including the documents of non-formal education?


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

21. Career advancement at ASUE is based on professional achievements and not on their
subjective evaluation.


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

22.


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

23.


Definitely yes
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More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

24.


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

25. Does


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

26. Do


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

27. Is gender balance maintained in the educational, scientific, research, administrative,
teaching and other spheres of university activities?


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

28.

-



Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond
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29. Are there any
)


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

30. Are the intellectual property rights on the results of your research activities protected?


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

31.

-



Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

32. Do you consider the current distribution of workload between the research and teaching
components effective?


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

33. Do you think the complaints submitted by the researchers are properly processed?


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

34. Do your suggestions related to decision-making processes in ASUE governing bodies have
a proper review?


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes
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Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

35. Do you evaluate the relationship between the supervisor and the researcher as effective?
Are they constructive? Are the discussions held regularly according to the schedule? Is
there a feedback contributing to the advancement of the researcher's career?


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

36. Does regular participation in various scientific events (including formal trainings,
conferences, workshops, e-learning) contribute to the enhancement of skills and abilities
of researchers?


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

37.


Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond

38.



Definitely yes



More yes than no



More no than yes



Definitely no



I find it difficult to respond
Thank you for your participation in the survey.
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